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MAXIMAL COHEN-MACAULAY MODULES OVER LOCAL
TORIC RINGS
HANS SCHOUTENS
Abstract. In analogy with the classical, affine toric rings, we define a local
toric ring as the quotient of a regular local ring modulo an ideal generated
by binomials in a regular system of parameters with unit coefficients; if the
coefficients are just ˘1, we call the ring purely toric. We prove the following
results on the existence of maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules: (EQUIp) we
construct certain families of local toric rings satisfying Hochster’s small Cohen-
Macaulay conjecture in positive characteristic; (EQUI0) provided Hochster’s
small Cohen-Macaulay conjecture holds in positive characteristic with the ad-
ditional condition that the multiplicity of the small Cohen-Macaulay module
is bounded in terms of the parameter degree of the ring, then any local ring
(not necessarily toric) in equal characteristic zero admits a formally etale ex-
tension satisfying Hochster’s small Cohen-Macaulay conjecture (this applies in
particular to the families from (EQUIp)); and (MIX), in mixed characteristic,
we show that all purely toric local rings satisfy Hochster’s big Cohen-Macaulay
conjecture, and so do those belonging to the families from (EQUIp).
1. Introduction
Recall that a (not necessarily finitely generated, aka big) module Q over a Noe-
therian local ring pR,mq is called Cohen-Macaulay, if dimM “ depthpMq. One is
especially interested in the case where this common value is also the dimension of
R, and we will refer to such a module as a maximal Cohen-Macaulay module, and
abbreviate it as MCM.1 When an MCM is finitely generated, we emphasize this
by calling it small. By taking completion, one can always ensure that Q satisfies
the following stronger property: any system of parameters on R is Q-regular (Q
is then a so-called balanced MCM ), and we will henceforth just mean this latter,
when discussing the existence of MCM’s.
The interest of these notions, introduced by Hochster, is that a Noetherian local
ring admitting an MCM satisfies almost all of the homological conjectures; for
Serre’s positivity conjecture one needs the MCM to be moreover small (see §3 for
more details). Since all homological conjectures admit faithfully flat descent, there
is no loss of generality in proving the existence of (big or small) MCM’s after
taking a scalar extension (in the sense of [19, §3]), and so we may assume that R
is furthermore complete and has algebraically closed residue field, which we may
even take to have uncountable cardinality. Moreover, in the mixed characteristic
case, to avoid pathologies, we require that R is torsion-free over some complete
p-ring (=mixed characteristic complete discrete valuation ring with uniformizing
parameter p). To not have to repeat all these conditions in this introduction, we
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1Hochster and others sometimes leave out the ‘maximal’, which might lead to confusion.
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call such a ring temporarily analytic. The current state of the existence of MCM’s
for analytic rings, leaving aside some special cases, can be summed up as follows:
Theorem ([9, 10, 11]). A d-dimensional analytic ring admits
Hochster-Huneke: in equal characteristic, a big MCM algebra;
Hochster/Heitmann: in mixed characteristic and d ď 3, a big MCM;
Hochster/Hartshorne/Peskine-Szpiro: if d “ 2, or, in the graded
case, if d “ 3 and the characteristic is positive, a small MCM.
So the two major open problems are: (Hbig) the existence of big MCM’s in
mixed characteristic in dimensions four and higher; and (Hsmall) the existence of
small MCM’s, in any characteristic, in dimension three and higher.2 The most
pressing of these is (Hbig), as many homological conjectures are still outstanding in
mixed characteristic. On the other hand, Hochster seems skeptical about (Hsmall)
if R does not have positive characteristic. We will formulate a slightly stronger
version of (Hsmall) and dissuade Hochster’s distrust in equal characteristic zero.
Namely, let us say that an MCM is very small if its multiplicity is at most the
equi-parameter degree of R. Recall that the parameter degree pardegpRq of R is
the smallest possible length of R{I where I varies over all parameter ideals (=ideals
generated by a system of parameters); in mixed characteristic p, we must use instead
the equi-parameter degree epardegpRq, which is the smallest possible length of R{I
where I varies over all parameter ideals containing p. Since the parameter degree
of R is equal to its multiplicity if and only if R is Cohen-Macaulay, local Coh-
en-Macaulay rings trivially admit a very small MCM, and I now conjecture more
generally:
1.1. Conjecture. Any complete local ring admits a very small MCM.
It is the latter form of (Hsmall) that can be lifted to equal characteristic zero, by
an ultraproduct argument (which requires the residue field to be uncountable; see
§7):
1.2. Theorem. If every d-dimensional analytic ring of positive characteristic ad-
mits a very small MCM, then so does any d-dimensional analytic ring of equal
characteristic.
So, we should focus on problem (Hsmall) for analytic rings of positive charac-
teristic, under the additional very smallness condition, and we will now describe a
class of analytic rings for which we can show the validity of the conjecture.
Recall that an affine toric variety over a field κ is an irreducible variety contain-
ing a torus pκ˚qn as a Zariski open subset such that the action of the torus on itself
extends to an algebraic action on the whole variety. Hochster [7] proved that a
normal toric variety is automatically Cohen-Macaulay. Since the integral closure of
a toric variety is again toric, it follows that any local ring of a toric variety admits
a small MCM. To generalize this, we use the following algebraic characterization of
toric varieties (see, for example, [3, §1.1]): the ideals defining affine toric varieties
are precisely the prime ideals generated by pure binomials (=polynomials in the
variables y :“ py1, . . . , ynq of the form y
α ˘ yβ with α, β P Nn).3 In [4], this was
2The one known three-dimensional (graded, positive characteristic) is really the case of a cone
over a two-dimensional variety; likewise, the few known higher-dimensional cases are somehow
derived from lower dimensional cases, like [5].
3Following common practice, we write yα for ya1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ yann , for α “ pa1, . . . , anq.
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taken as the departing point of investigating general toric or binomial ideals in a
polynomial ring over a field as those ideals generated by binomials (with arbitrary
non-zero coefficients, not just ˘1). We consider the following local version:
1.3. Definition. Given an unramified4 regular local ring S and a regular system
of parameters y in S, call an ideal I Ď S toric (with respect to the given regular
system of parameters), if it is generated by ‘binomials’ of the form yα´uyβ, where
u P S˚ is a unit in S. More generally, if Ξ Ď S˚ is a subgroup, then we call the
ideal Ξ-toric, if all coefficients u belong to Ξ. In particular, if Ξ “ t˘1u, we call the
ideal purely toric. The corresponding quotient S{I will be called a (Ξ-)toric local
ring.
Since we work locally, there are many more units, and so we get a much larger
class than in the affine case (e.g., not only the cusp 0 “ x2 ´ y3 but also the node
0 “ x2 ´ y2 ´ y3 “ x2 ´ p1` yqy2 is toric at the origin). We are mainly interested
in analytic toric rings, that is to say, when S is a power series ring, either over an
uncountable algebraically closed field or over a complete p-ring, and so we would
like to prove that any toric analytic ring admits a small MCM.
Mixed characteristic. We give the following positive solution of (Hbig):
1.4. Theorem. Every purely toric analytic ring in mixed characteristic admits a
big MCM.
We prove in fact a more general theorem (Theorem 7.4): using Witt vectors, we
define theWitt transform RW of an analytic ring R; it is again analytic, of the same
dimension, and we call R Witt-closed, if R – RW . We then show that any Witt-
closed local ring admits a big MCM. The theorem follows since the multiplicativity
of the Teichmuller character implies that purely toric rings are Witt-closed. There
is a more general class of toric rings for which we can prove Theorem 1.4, which
we will discuss below. It should be pointed out though that our construction is
different from the one in [8].
Equal characteristic. Fix an uncountable algebraically closed field κ of charac-
teristic p ě 0. The κ˚-toric case can be reduced to the affine case, using Hochster’s
result (where κ˚ is the multiplicative group of κ). However, we will show that for a
toric domain R with p ą 0, even in the affine case, there is a candidate for an MCM
which is usually smaller than its normalization—in particular, it is very small—,
namely the ring FintpRq of F-integral elements (=the elements in its field of fraction
such that some pn-th power lies in R); see Conjecture 6.4 for a characteristic-free
variant. To have such ‘smaller’ MCM’s might be advantageous for calculating inter-
section forms, as we will briefly explain in §3. Although we cannot prove the result
in general, we will prove it for certain families of toric analytic rings. More con-
cretely, consider the following families Td,n,mpV q of analytic rings: let V be either
a field or a complete p-ring, and let Td,n,mpV q consist of all R :“ Srruss{I, where
S :“ V rry1, . . . , ydss and u “ pu1, . . . , unq, where y is either py1, . . . , ydq (equal
characteristic case) or pp, y1, . . . , ydq (mixed characteristic case), and where I is a
toric ideal generated by
4Complete ramified regular local rings might not be power series rings, a technical complication
I prefer to avoid, although I do not know how essential it is.
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(n ě 2, m “ 2): binomials of the form u2i ´ aiy
αi and uiuj ´ bijy
βij , with
ai, bi units in S such that aiaj “ b
2
ij and αi ` αj “ 2βij ;
(n “ 2, m odd): binomials of the form umi ´aiy
αi , for i “ 1, 2, and u1u2´
byβ , a1, a2, b units in S such that a1a2 “ b
m and α1 ` α2 “ mβ.
Note that the conditions on the ai and αi guarantee that in either case the ideal
I has height n (whence dimR “ d ` dimV ) and S Ď R is finite, yielding a ‘toric’
Noether normalization. We prove the following:
1.5. Theorem. For R an analytic ring belonging to Td,n,mpV q,
(EQUI) if V is an uncountable algebraically closed field whose characteristic does
not divide m, then R admits a very small MCM;
(MIX) if V is a complete p-ring, then R admits a big MCM.5
For the remainder of the introduction, I will now explain the first case, when V “
κ is an uncountable algebraically closed field, and by a variant of Theorem 1.2 (see
Remark 6.1), we only need to consider the case that the characteristic p is positive.
The rings R in Td,n,mpκq are not domains, but they all admit a d-dimensional,
minimal prime ideal p which is toric. We will show that the F-integral elements of
R{p form a small MCM over R{p whence over R. (For a domain A of characteristic
p, we call an element f in its field of fractions F-integral, if f q P A for some q “ pn.)
However, it is useful to have a construction that does not require the ring to be a
domain, and for that, we have to look at the Frobenius transform of R: viewing R
as a module over itself via the Frobenius Fp : R Ñ R, we will denote it as F˚R;
likewise, elements of F˚R will be denoted by ˚r, so that the scalar action is given
by s˚r “ ˚spr. Our desired MCM will be an R-submodule Q of F˚R (where for
small p we may have to take instead some iterate of Fp). Concretely, Q is the S-
saturation of the (cyclic) R-submodule generated by ˚1: namely, the S-submodule
of F˚R consisting of all ˚r such that s˚r “ a˚1 for some non-zero s P S and a P R.
It follows that Q is again an R-module, but the surprising fact is that it is free as
an S-module (of rank m), whence a very small MCM (the proof of Theorem 1.2
then automatically also proves the equal characteristic zero case). However, this
freeness result is still an enigma: I can write down explicitly m generators over S
(which are easily seen to be linearly independent over S), but I do not know how to
find these generators for more complicated toric ideals. At the moment, everything
relies on some basic congruence (arithmetic) relations, but it is not clear what these
would become in a more general setting.
The toric rings in the families T are in fact special cases of a more general
construction of toric rings: recall that in the affine case, a toric ideal can also be
defined in terms of a (partial) character defined on a sublattice Γ Ď Zn ([4, Theorem
2.1]). We will consider below the case where Γ is moreover the graph of a morphism
(the resulting binomial equations are then ‘bi-partite’, that is to say, of the form
xα ´ uyβ , with px,yq a fixed partition of the variables). Although I cannot show
(EQUI) in Theorem 1.5 for this larger class of rings, I give an example where we
verify the conjecture. On the other hand, we do verify (MIX) in general for this
class.
A note of caution: we cannot expect that for non-toric analytic domains, their
ring of F-integral elements is always MCM: Bhatt [2] has given examples in positive
5Although these are classes of non-purely toric ideals, in mixed characteristic, Theorem 1.4
also applies to them by a specialization argument, Theorem 7.7.
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characteristic6 of normal analytic domains R that do not admit a small MCM which
in addition carries the structure of an R-algebra. In a future paper, we will give a
new condition (involving local cohomology) for the existence of a small MCM and
conjecture that this condition can be realized inside the Frobenius transform F˚M
of some, possibly non-free, R-module M .
2. Hochster’s MCM conjectures and Hochster rings
Recall that a scalar extension of local rings pR,mq Ñ pS, nq is a formally etale
homomorphism, that is to say, faithfully flat and unramified (meaning that mS “
nq. In particular, R and S have the same dimension and depth. Moreover, if κ
is the residue field of R and λ any field extension of κ, then there exists a unique
scalar extension R^λ of R which is complete and has residue field λ (see, for instance,
[19, §3]). The philosophy for allowing scalar extensions is that they do not change
the singularities and that any property that descends under faithfully flat maps is
inherited from the scalar extension.
Let us therefore for call a local ring R Hochster, if some scalar extension of R
admits a small MCM, that is to say, a finitely generated module of depth equal to the
dimension of R. It is well-known that any two-dimensional local ring is Hochster.
By work of Hartshorne, Peskine-Szpiro, and Hochster, any three-dimensional graded
domain in positive characteristic is Hochster (see, for instance [11, Corollary 2]).
We will call R strongly Hochster, if some scalar extension of R admits a very small
MCM. Given two local rings S and R, let us say that R is a quasi-deformation of
S, if there is a diagram
(1) S

R
  g // S¯
with g finite and injective and S¯ “ S{px1, . . . , xnqS with px1, . . . , xnq part of a
system of parameters in S. We sometimes refer to the whole diagram (1) as a quasi-
deformation. The completion of a quasi-deformation is again a quasi-deformation,
as is any flat base change.
2.1. Lemma. Let R be a quasi-deformation of S. If S admits a big MCM, then so
does R. If S is moreover Hochster, then so is R.
Proof. In either case, we may replace R by its completion and assume form the
start that we have a quasi-deformation (1) with R and S complete. Let κ and λ be
the respective residue fields of R and S. Let Q be an MCM module over S, which
we may assume to be balanced, and put Q¯ :“ Q{px1, . . . , xnqQ. Let py1, . . . , ydq be
a system of parameters of R, which therefore is also a system of parameters in S¯.
Let us continue to write yi for a choice of lifting in S. Hence px1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ydq
is a system of parameters in S, whence is Q-regular. It follows that py1, . . . , ydq
is Q¯-regular, showing that Q¯ is an MCM over R. If S is moreover Hochster, then
there exists a scalar extension S Ñ S1 such that Q is a finite S1-module. We may
replace S1 and Q by their completion, and hence S1 – S^λ1 by [19, Proposition 3.4],
6In equal characteristic, normal domains split off in any finite extension, and so does their
local cohomology, so no finite extension of a non-Cohen-Macaulay normal domain can be Cohen-
Macaulay.
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where λ1 is the residue field of S1. Therefore, R1 :“ R^λ1 is a scalar extension of R
and Q¯ is finitely generated as an R1-module. 
Hence, in view of Conjecture 4.2, below, we may ask which complete local rings
are quasi-deformations of toric local rings. Bhatt’s counterexamples to the existence
of small MCM algebras ([2]) shows that, if we believe in the conjecture, then not
every local ring can be obtained this way.
3. Calculating intersection forms using small MCM’s
As mentioned above, the existence of an MCM has major implications for the
homological theory of a ring. In particular, many homological conjectures remain
open in mixed characteristic since we do not know yet the existence of MCM’s in
that case. For most applications, it suffices to find a big MCM, but there is at
least one case where this is not enough: to prove the positivity conjecture of Serre
for ramified regular local rings in mixed characteristic (the remaining open case).
To this end, it suffices by faithfully flat descent to show that local rings in mixed
characteristic are Hochster. But even in equal characteristic it is useful to show
that local rings are Hochster: although the positivity conjecture is known in that
case, small MCM’s can aid in calculating the intersection form, as I will now briefly
explain.
Let X be a variety, Y, Z Ď X closed subvarieties, and x a point in their intersec-
tion Y XZ. Suppose x is a regular point on X , and the intersection at x is in general
position, in the sense that the sum of the local dimensions of Y and Z at x is at
most the local dimension of X at x and Y XZ is zero-dimensional at x. The latter
means that OY,x b OZ,x has finite length, and this finite length ℓpOY,x b OZ,xq
is called the ‘naive’ intersection multiplicity of Y and Z at x. If Y and Z are
curves in the plane, this leads to the correct Bezout formula, meaning that the sum
over all intersections points is the product of the degrees of the curves. However,
Serre realized that this is no longer true in higher dimensions due to the lack of
Cohen-Macaulayness, and he suggested the following local intersection multiplicity:
(2) χpY, Z;xq :“
8ÿ
i“0
p´1qiℓpTor
OX,x
i pOY,x,OZ,xqq
Note that the sum is well-defined since all higher Tor’s also must have finite length
and vanish for i bigger than the dimension of X . We need a definition that includes
also modules, and for this it is easier to formulate everything in terms of local rings.
Hence, let pS, nq be a d-dimensional regular local, let M and N be S-modules such
that M bN has finite length, meaning that AnnpMq `AnnpNq is n-primary, and
dimM ` dimN ď d. We then define their intersection form similarly as
(3) χpM,Nq :“
dÿ
i“0
TorSi pM,Nq.
Serre proved that χpM,Nq ě 0, with equality if and only if dimM ` dimN ă d,
whenever S is equicharacteristic or unramified. To discuss the use of small MCM’s,
we need a vanishing theorem.
3.1. Lemma. Let R be a d-dimensional local ring and let M and N be R-modules
such that M b N has finite length. Then TorRi pM,Nq “ 0 for all i ą pdpMq `
pdpNq ´ d.
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Proof. There is nothing to prove if either module has infinite projective dimension,
so assume the modules have moreover finite projective dimension. Let i be maximal
such that there exists a pair of R-modules M and N of finite projective dimension
p and q respectively, such that M bN has finite length and TorRi pM,Nq ‰ 0. We
need to show that i ď p` q ´ d, so suppose not, that is to say, i ą p` q ´ d. Note
that for i ą q we automatically have TorRi pM,Nq “ 0, showing that necessarily
p ă d. By Auslander-Buchsbaum therefore, M must have positive depth (and
likewise N). Let x be an M -regular element. Since M bN has finite length, some
power xn lies in AnnpMq ` AnnpNq, say, xn “ a ` b with aM “ 0 and bN “ 0.
Hence replacing x by b, we may moreover assume that xN “ 0. We have an exact
sequence 0 Ñ M
x
ÝÝÑM ÑM{xM Ñ 0, which tensoring with N gives part of a
long exact sequence
(4) TorRi`1pM{xM,Nq Ñ Tor
R
i pM,Nq
x
ÝÝÑTorRi pM,Nq.
By Auslander-Buchsbaum, pdpM{xMq “ p` 1, and so i` 1 ą p` 1` q´ d. Since
pM{xMq bN too has finite length, maximality of i yields TorRi`1pM{xM,Nq “ 0.
On the other hand, x is zero on N whence on TorRi pM,Nq, so that (4) implies that
also TorRi pM,Nq “ 0, contradiction. 
MCM’s come in via the following corollary, which implies that the ‘naive inter-
section form’ is the correct one in the Cohen-Macaulay case:
3.2. Corollary. Let S be a regular local ring of dimension d, let M and N be Coh-
en-Macaulay S-modules such that MbN has finite length and dimM`dimN “ d.
Then χpM,Nq “ ℓpM bNq ą 0.
Proof. Let p and q be the respective dimensions, whence depths ofM andN , so that
d “ p` q by assumption. By Auslander-Buchsbaum, pdpMq “ d´ p and pdpNq “
d´q, and hence TorRi pM,Nq “ 0 by Lemma 3.1, for all i ą d´p`d´q´d “ 0. 
We can now describe an algorithm for calculating this intersection form, in case
we have explicit, small MCM’s: let p and q be prime ideals in S whose sum is
n-primary, with respective dimensions p and q “ d ´ p. Let M be a small MCM
over S{p, and similarly N a small MCM over S{q. Consider a prime filtration
Ms Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď M2 ĎM of M , meaning that each subsequent quotient Mi{Mi`1 is of
the form S{gi with each gi some prime ideal in the support of M . It is well-known
that p appears exactly a :“ ℓpMpq times among the gi. Since χp¨, Nq is additive,
and since it vanishes on modules of dimension less than d ´ q “ p, whence in
particular on the S{gi with gi ‰ p, we get χpM,Nq “
ř
χpS{gi, Nq “ aχpS{p, Nq.
Similarly, with b :“ ℓpNqq, the same argument then yields that
χpM,Nq “ aχpS{p, Nq “ abχpS{p, S{qq
By Corollary 3.2, however, we know that χpM,Nq “ ℓpMbNq, so that we obtained
the following formula for the intersection form of two varieties in terms of the naive
intersection form of their small MCM’s:
(5) χpS{p, S{qq “
ℓpM bNq
ℓpMpqℓpNqq
.
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In particular, if one of the varieties is already Cohen-Macaulay, say S{p, so that we
may take M “ S{p, the formula becomes
(6) χpS{p, S{qq “
ℓpN{pNq
ℓpNqq
.
Suppose N is very small, so that ℓpNqq ď multpNq ď epardegpS{qq by [21, Theorem
6.4] and since N is generated by at most ℓpN{pNq elements, we get a lower bound
µpNq
epardegpS{qq
ď χpS{p, S{qq.
4. The ring of F-integral elements
Let R be a Noetherian domain of characteristic p ą 0 and K its field of fractions.
4.1. Definition. Let q be a power of the characteristic p. We say that an element
f P K is q-integral if f q P R. One easily checks that the sum and product of
q-integral elements is again q-integral, so that they form a subring Fintq pRq of K,
called the ring of q-integral elements.
Clearly, Fintq pRq lies inside the integral closure R˜ of R. If R “ F
int
p pRq, then
we say that R is F-normal. We always have a chain of subrings R Ď Fintp pRq Ď
Fintp2 pRq Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď R˜, which eventually must stabilize since R˜ is finite over R. This
stable value, say Fintq pRq, is therefore an F-normal ring, called the F-normalization
of R and will simply be denoted FintpRq. Elements in FintpRq will simply be called
F-integral. It is not hard to see that R is F-normal if and only if every principal
ideal is Frobenius closed (compare this with the fact that R is normal if and only
if every principal ideal is tightly closed; see, for instance, [12] for details on these
closure operations).
We cannot expect FintpRq to be always a small MCM for R: indeed, if R is
normal but not Cohen-Macaulay, then R Ď Fintq pRq Ď R˜ are all equal, but not
Cohen-Macaulay.7 For affine toric domains, however, normal implies Cohen-Mac-
aulay, by a result of Hochster, and one could expect the same to hold for local
toric domains. We can now conjecture the following sharper version in positive
characteristic:
4.2. Conjecture. If R is a complete toric domain of positive characteristic, then
FintpRq is Cohen-Macaulay, whence in particular a small MCM algebra.
We now give an alternative description of FintpRq, which will allow us to verify
the conjecture in certain cases. Moreover, the construction also works for non-
domains. In fact, we are not interested in the ring structure on FintpRq, but instead
will realize it as a certain submodule of F˚R. Recall that Fq : R Ñ R denotes the
Frobenius morphism x ÞÑ xq, where q is some power of the characteristic p. Viewing
R as an R-module via this morphism, we get an R-module which we denote by
Fq˚R, or just F˚R, if q is clear from the context; we call it the Frobenius transform
of R (with respect to q). We will denote elements in Fq˚ by ˚qa, or just ˚a if q is
clear from the context. The R-module action on Fq˚R is now conveniently given
by r˚a :“ ˚rqa. We make F˚R into an R-algebra, by giving it a ring structure via
7As explained in the introduction, a more serious obstruction is given by the counterexamples
in [2].
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p˚bq ¨ p˚cq :“ ˚bc. Hence as abstract rings, R and F˚R are isomorphic, but not as
R-algebras. In fact, by Kunz’s theorem, F˚R is flat as an R-module, of rank q
d, if
and only if R is a d-dimensional regular ring.
Suppose R is a domain with field of fractions K. We may likewise view Fq˚K as
a K-algebra, whence by restriction as an Fintq pRq-algebra. One easily checks that
Fq˚R is invariant under F
int
q pRq, so that Fq˚R has the structure of an F
int
q pRq-
algebra. In fact, we will shortly realize Fintq pRq as an R-submodule of Fq˚R.
Let R be a Noetherian ring, Σ Ď R a multiplicative set in R, let M be an R-
module and N Ď M a submodule. We say that N is Σ-saturated in M , if sm P N
for some m P M and s P Σ implies that already m P N . This is equivalent with
the canonical map M Ñ Σ´1pM{Nq being injective. We define the Σ-saturation
satΣpN ;Mq of N in M to be the submodule of all m P M such that sm P N for
some s P Σ. It is not hard to see that satΣpN ;Mq is the kernel ofM Ñ Σ
´1pM{Nq.
In particular, it is again an R-module. In case N is cyclic, generated by a single
element n, we may write satΣpn;Mq instead of satΣpN ;Mq.
We will use this construction in the following situation. Let R be a complete
Noetherian local ring of characteristic p ą 0 and let S Ď R be some Noether nor-
malization of R, that is to say, a regular local subring S Ď R, over which R is finite
(as an S-module). Recall that by Cohen’s structure theorem, Noether normaliza-
tions which have moreover the same residue field, are completely determined by a
choice of system of parameters in R, by having them act as the variables in a power
series over the residue field. Note that Szt0u is a multiplicative set in R, which, for
simplicity, we just denote by S.
4.3.Proposition. If R is a complete local domain of characteristic p ą 0, if q is any
power of p, and if S Ď R is some Noether normalization of R, then satSp˚1;Fq˚Rq
is the Fintq pRq-submodule of Fq˚R generated by ˚1, and hence satSp˚1;Fq˚Rq –
Fintq pRq, so that in particular it is independent from the Noether normalization S.
Proof. An element in the Fintq pRq-submodule of F˚R generated by ˚1 is of the form
f˚1 for some f P Fintq pRq. The latter means that f
q “ a P R, and so f˚1 “ ˚a.
Write f “ r{t with r, t P R and t ‰ 0. Since R is finite over S, there exists t1 P R
such that s :“ tt1 is a non-zero element of S, and hence sf “ rt1. Therefore,
s˚a “ sf˚1 “ rt1˚1, showing that ˚a P satSp˚1;F˚qRq. The converse follows along
the same lines: take ˚a P satSp˚1;Fq˚Rq, so that s˚a “ r˚1 for some non-zero s P S
and a, r P R. This means that ˚sqa “ ˚rq, whence sqa “ rq , so that a “ pr{sqq,
and hence f :“ r{s P Fintq pRq. It follows that ˚a “ ˚f
q “ f˚1, as we needed to
show. 
4.4. Remark. Even if R is not a domain, it is easy to see that satSp˚1;Fq˚Rq is
closed under multiplication, and hence is in fact an R-subalgebra of F˚R.
Suppose again that R is a domain. Let us call, in general, regardless of charac-
teristic, an element f P K power-integral, if fm P K, for all m " 0. Clearly, if R has
positive characteristic, then a power-integral element is F-integral. Note, however,
that power-integral elements are not closed under addition and so in general do not
form a ring; instead, we have to take the R-algebra they generate, denoted Rpow.
Clearly, Rpow lies in the integral closure R˜ of R, and if R has positive characteristic,
then
(7) Rpow Ď FintpRq.
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We expect that in the toric case, (7) is an equality (see Example 5.6). For instance,
in the affine case, we know that R˜ is again toric. Suppose p ą rR˜ : Rs, and let f P K
be F-integral. Let Γpfq Ď N be the semi-group of exponents m such that fm P R.
Hence for some n " 0, we have pn P Γpfq. Since f P R˜, it satisfies a binomial
integral equation of the form Tm ´ uyα with u a unit, we also get m P Γpfq. By
assumption m and pn are co-prime, so that Γpfq is co-finite, which means that f is
power-integral. Note, however, that it is not even clear whether Rpow “ pRpowqpow
(it will be, if (7) is an equality).
5. Hochster rings in positive characteristic
In this section, we will provide a strategy for constructing small MCM’s in char-
acteristic p. We only will illustrate the method for the families Td,n,epκq from the
introduction, but presumably, many other cases can be treated this way (we work
out one such more general case in Example 5.12). To start, we need a number-
theoretic lemma:
5.1. Lemma. Given q,m, b with q ” 1 mod m and b ă q, let bp q´1
m
q “ bp1qq ` bp0q
be written in q-adic expansion, so that 0 ď bpiq ă q. Then bp1q ` bp0q ă q, and in
particular, bp1qq2 ` pbp1q ` bp0qqq ` bp0q is the q-adic expansion of bp q
2´1
m
q.
In fact, if we let ǫ be the ‘adjusted’ remainder of b modulo m, that is to say,
1 ď ǫ ď m and b ” ǫ mod m, then bp0q “ qǫ´b
m
.
Proof. Write q “ sm` 1 and b “ tm` ǫ with 1 ď ǫ ď m. Since b ă q, we get t ď s.
Hence bp1qq` bp0q “ b q´1
m
“ ptm` ǫqs “ tsm` sǫ “ tpq´ 1q` r “ tq` sǫ´ t. Since
ǫ ď m, we get sǫ´ t ď sǫ ď sm ă q. Since t ď s, we get sǫ´ t ě 0 and comparing
q-adic expansions, we see that bp1q “ t and bp0q “ sǫ´ t, and so their sum is equal
to sǫ ă q. The second assertion follows since b q
2´1
m
“ pq ` 1qb q´1
m
. 
5.2. Remark. Given q ą 1, define the q-adic trace Trqpaq of a number a P N as the
sum of its q-adic digits. The above proof shows that if q ” 1 mod m and b ă q
has adjusted remainder ǫ modulo m, then
Trqpb
q´1
m
q “ ǫ q´1
m
Moreover,
Trqpb
q2´1
m
q “ 2Trqpb
q´1
m
q.
5.3. Theorem (The case m “ 2). Let S “ κrryss be a power series in d variables
y where κ is field of characteristic p ‰ 2. Let u be an n-tuple of variables, let
ai, bij P S be units and assume aiaj “ b
2
ij for i ă j. Let αi be d-tuples of (positive)
exponents, such that αi ` αj “ 2βij, for some βij and all i ă j. Let I Ď Srruss be
the ideal generated by all u2i ´ aiy
αi and uiuj ´ bijy
βij for 1 ď i ă j ď n. Then
R :“ Srruss{I admits a small MCM.
Proof. Note that R is a member of the family Td,n,2pκq from the introduction. As
an S-module, R is minimally generated by 1 and all ui, but not freely, since we
have the following syzygy relations
(8) aiy
αiuj “ bijy
βijui
for all i ă j. In particular, R is not free as an S-module, whence is not Cohen-
Macaulay. Moreover, the S-submodule N generated by all ui is a direct summand,
and R “ S ‘N as S-modules (where S Ď R in the natural way).
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Let q be a power of p which is bigger than any entry in 2βij . We will use the
Frobenius with respect to q, but to not overload notation, we simply will assume
that p itself is sufficiently big and leave the details for small primes to the reader.
Since the base change R1 :“ R bS F˚S is finite over R, it suffices to show that R
1
admits a small MCM (note that as a ring F˚S – S, so that R
1 is also a member
of Td,n,2pκq). Since the ai are p-th powers in R
1, we may assume from the start
that each ai has a p-th root in S. Our goal is to show that Q :“ satSp˚1;F˚Rq
is a (small) MCM, and to this end, we only need to show that Q – S2 for then
its depth as an S-module, whence as an R-module, would be d. Note that F˚R
is (non-freely) generated as an S-module by t˚yδ, ˚uiy
δu, where δ runs over all
exponent vectors in t0, . . . , p ´ 1ud and where 1 ď i ď n. As we will see (see, for
instance, (9) below), this set is not even minimally generating.
To verify the claim, for any δ P t0, . . . , p ´ 1ud, let δp1qp ` δp0q be the p-adic
expansion of δ ¨ pp´1
2
q. Hence
ui˚1 “ ˚u
p
i “ ˚uia
p´1
2
i y
α
p1q
i p`α
p0q
i “ a
p´1
2p
i y
α
p1q
i ˚uiy
α
p0q
i
Put e0 :“ ˚1 and ei :“ ˚uiy
α
p0q
i , so that, by definition of S-saturation, the ei, for
i “ 0, . . . , n, generate Q. We will show that up to a unit, the ei, for i “ 1, . . . , n
are all the same elements, showing that Q is in fact generated as an S-module by
two elements, e0 and e1, which are easily seen to be linearly independent over S, as
we wanted to show. To verify the latter claim, notice that our assumptions imply
that all αi have the same adjusted remainder ǫ modulo two (recall that this means
that ǫ has entries either one or two, depending on the parity of the corresponding
entry in the tuples αi). By Lemma 5.1, we have
α
p0q
i “
pǫ´ αi
2
.
Since we chose p large enough, the quantity
pǫ´ αi
2
´ βij “
pǫ´ αj
2
´ αi
is positive, so that from (8), we get
(9) bijei “ bijuiy
βijy
pǫ´αj
2
´αi “ aiujy
pǫ´αj
2 “ aiej
proving the claim. 
5.4. Theorem (The case m odd). Let S “ κrryss be a power series in d variables
y over a field κ of characteristic p not dividing m P N. Let a, b, c P S be units and
assume ab “ cm. Let α, β be d-tuples of (positive) exponents, such that α`β “ mγ,
for some γ. Let I Ď Srru, vss be the ideal generated by um ´ ayα, vm ´ byβ and
uv ´ cyγ . Then R :“ Srru, vss{I admits a small MCM.
Proof. After taking some finite extension of κ, we may assume that the residues of
a, b in κ arem-th powers, and hence, by Hensel’s Lemma, there exist units a0, b0 P S
such that a “ am0 and b “ b
m
0 . After the change of variables u ÞÑ u{a0 and v ÞÑ v{b0,
we may therefore assume that they are equal to one. Let N be the maximum of
the entries in α and β and choose a power q of p such that q ” 1 mod m and
q ą mN . We will use the Frobenius with respect to q. As in the previous proof,
we show that Q :“ satSp˚1;F˚Rq is a (small) MCM over R, by proving that as an
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S-module, Q – Sm. As generators of F˚R we take again the standard generating
set E :“ tuiyδ, viyδu with 0 ď i ă m and δ P t0, . . . , q ´ 1ud.
Put e0,0 :“ ˚1. Since the defining equations are binomial, there exists, for each
pair pi, jq P N2 a generator eij P E and some sij P S such that u
ivje0,0 “ sijeij , and
these eij then generate Q over S. We will show that already e0,0, e1,0, . . . , em´1,0
generate Q as an S-module. Since 1, u, . . . , um´1 are linearly dependent over S,
this shows the claim that Q – Sm. From the defining equations, it follows that
em,0 “ e0,m “ e1,1, etc. Hence the ei,0 and e0,i for i ă m already generate Q. So
remains to show that
(10) e0,i “ em´i,0,
for all 1 ď i ď m´ 1.
To this end, let r :“ q´1
m
and define for any a ă q and any 0 ă i ă m, the
remainder of ria modulo q by a
p0q
i , and the adjusted remainder of ia modulo m by
a˜i (and a similar notation for tuples). It follows from Lemma 5.1 that
(11) a
p0q
i “
qa˜i´ia
m
Moreover, if a` b ” 0 mod m, then ia ” pm´ iqb, showing that
(12) a˜i “ b˜m´i.
To determine ei,0, we must calculate
ui˚1 “ ˚uqi “ ˚uiyriα “ si˚u
iyα
p0q
i
for some si P S, showing that ei,0 “ ˚u
iyα
p0q
i . Likewise, we have e0,i “ ˚v
iyβ
p0q
i .
From the identity uipuvqm´i “ vm´ium, we get a relation
(13) uiypm´iqγ “ vm´iyα
Fix i and let δ :“ β
p0q
m´i ´ α. Since we choose q big enough, one verifies, using (11)
for β, that δ ě 0. Furthermore, using (12), we get
δ “ pβ˜m´i´pm´iqβ
m
´ α “ pα˜i´iα
m
´ pm´ iqγ “ α
p0q
i ´ pm´ iqγ.
Therefore, we can multiply both sides of syzygy (13) with yδ, yielding
uiyα
p0q
i “ vm´iyβ
p0q
m´i
whence proving (10). 
5.5. Remark. The condition that p and m be co-prime (=tameness in the terminol-
ogy of §5.7 below) is presumably not necessary (see Example 5.6), and one should
be able to treat it in a similar way.
5.6. Example. Let me work out just one simple example in more detail. We
take m “ 3, d “ 3, and look at the (purely) toric ring R with defining equations
u3 “ xy2z3, v3 “ x5yz6, and uv “ x2yz3 over a field κ of characteristic p. Note
that the highest degree is N “ 6. We have the following two syzygy relations
(14) vxy2z3 “ u2x2yz3 and ux5yz6 “ v2x2yz3
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It follows from (14) that p :“ pvy´u2x, v2´ux3z3qR is a minimal prime ideal of R.
Put R¯ :“ R{p, so that R¯ is a three-dimensional domain. To calculate its integral
closure, observe that the morphism ϕ : R¯Ñ κrra, b, css given by the parametrization$’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’%
x “ a3
y “ b3
z “ c
u “ ab2c
v “ a5bc2
is well-defined on R¯. Since source and image of ϕ are both three-dimensional
domains, it must also be injective. Moreover, u
z
and v
xz2
are integral over R¯,
and ϕ can be extended to the R¯-algebra R1 they generate by letting u
z
ÞÑ ab2 and
v
xz2
ÞÑ a2b. As the image of the latter morphism is the subring κrra3, a2b, ab2, b3, css,
we showed that SpecpR1q is non-singular, equal to the product of the normal scroll
of degree three with the affine line, and hence in particular, R1 is normal, whence
the normalization of R¯. As R1 is Cohen-Macaulay, it is a small MCM for R (this is
true in general for complete purely toric rings by the theory of affine toric rings).
We will, however, show that there is a smaller MCM given by the theorem. We
consider various characteristics.
If p “ 7, then according to the proof, we should take q “ 49 to make it bigger
than 3N “ 18, but we shall see that already q “ 7 works. One calculates that u˚1 “
˚ux2y4z6 and u2˚1 “ yz˚u2x4yz5, so that Q is the submodule of F˚R generated
by e0 :“ ˚1, e1 :“ ˚ux
2y4z6 and e2 :“ ˚u
2x4yz5. Indeed, v˚1 “ ve0 “ xze2 and
v2˚1 “ v2e0 “ x
3z3e1 together with ue0 “ e1 and u
2e0 “ yze2 are the relations
among these generators. In particular, as an S-module, Q is generated by the three
elements e0, e1, and e2, and one easily checks that they are S-linearly independent,
so that Q – S3 is indeed an MCM for R.
One verifies that p annihilates Q, so that the latter is even an MCM of R¯ con-
tained in F˚R¯, given by the same generators and relations over R¯. In particular,
Q “ satSp˚1;F˚R¯q – F
int
7 pR¯q by Proposition 4.3. The integral elements
u
z
and
v
xz2
are not F-integral, showing that R1 is bigger than Q. On the other hand, the
fraction v
xz
“ u
2
yz
is 7-integral and can be seen to generate Fint7 pR¯q “ F
intpR¯q. Note
that u
2
yz
is actually power-integral over R, whence F-integral in any characteristic,
by (7). In particular,
Q – FintpR¯q “ R¯pow “ R¯ru
2
yz
s.
Next take p “ 11. According to our proof, we should work with q “ 121 as this
is equivalent to one modulo 3, but as we shall see, we can again use the Frobenius
with respect to 11. Namely, let e0 :“ ˚1, e1 :“ ˚ux
7y3z10 and e2 :“ ˚u
2x3y6z9,
then we have the following relations among these
(15) ue0 “ e2 u
2e0 “ yze1 ve0 “ xze1 v
2e0 “ x
3z3e2
showing that e0 and e2 generate Q (freely) as an S-module.
For p “ 13, we cannot take q “ 13, since it will not give the necessary re-
lations (explicitly u˚131 and v
2˚131 do not belong to the same cyclic S-module,
whereas according to (10) they should), and so we must take q “ 169. If we define
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e1 :“ ˚ux
56y112z168 and e2 :“ ˚u
2x112y55z167, then we have again the same rela-
tions (15). Although u
2
yz
generates the F-normalization of R¯, it cannot be embedded
as a submodule of F13˚R¯, but only inside F169˚R¯.
Although we only gave the proof for p relative prime to m (but see Remark 5.5),
we can as easily check the case p “ 3, and we may already take q “ 3. In that case,
choosing as generators for Q the elements e0 :“ ˚1, e1 :“ ˚xy
2 and e2 :“ ˚x
2y, we
get relations ue0 “ ze1, u
2e0 “ yz
2e2, ve0 “ xz
2e2 and ve0 “ x
3z4e1, so that Q
is in fact a free summand of F˚S. However, something else is different: p does no
longer annihilate Q and Fint3 pR¯q “ R
1, since u
z
and v
xz2
are 3-integral.
5.7. Bi-partite toric rings. The families Td,n,m are special cases of the following
more general construction of toric local rings: let S, as above, be an unramified
d-dimensional regular local ring, for which we fix a regular system of parameters
y “ py1, . . . , ydq, let Γ Ď N
n be a (finitely generated) full semi-group (meaning that
its divisible (group) hull is Qn), let ϕ : ΓÑ Nd be a homomorphism of semi-groups,
and let χ be an S-character on Γ, by which we mean a homomorphism from Γ
to the multiplicative group S˚ of units in S. Since Γ is full, taking divisible hulls
leads to a linear transformation Qn Ñ Qd extending ϕ; let Aϕ be the nˆ d-matrix
defining this transformation (with respect to the standard bases). This matrix is
(positive) integral on Γ, meaning that γAϕ P N
d, for all γ P Γ, and conversely, any
matrix over Q which is integral on Γ induces a morphism of semi-groups as above.
To this data we associate a toric local ring RpS,Γ, ϕ, χq given as the quotient
of Srruss, where u “ pu1, . . . , unq, modulo the toric ideal generated by all u
γ ´
χpγqyϕpγq, for γ P Γ. For instance, Example 5.6 is obtained this way by taking
the semi-group generated by p3, 0q, p1, 1q, and p0, 3q, letting the character χ to be
trivial, and letting ϕ to be defined by the matrix
Aϕ :“
ˆ
1{3 2{3 1
5{3 1{3 2
˙
.
These toric rings have the property that their defining binomial equations are given
by partitioning the tuple of variables and equating a monomial in the first tuple to
a unit times a monomial in the second tuple, whence the name bi-partite. In fact,
they give a ‘toric’ Noether normalization:
5.8. Lemma. With S,Γ, ϕ, χ as above, the natural map S Ñ RpS,Γ, ϕ, χq is injec-
tive and finite, i.e., a Noether normalization. Moreover, if the sum of all entries
in Aϕ is bigger than one (the general case), then the maximal ideal n of S is a
reduction of the maximal ideal of R.
Proof. Let d :“ dimS and R :“ RpS,Γ, ϕ, χq. By the fullness assumption, some
positive multiple of each basis vector ǫi P N
n lies in Γ. Let γi :“ aiǫi be the smallest
such multiple. The binomial equation corresponding to γi is then u
ai
i ´ χpγiqy
γi ,
showing that ui is integral over S. This already shows that the map S Ñ R is
finite, and hence dimR ď d. To prove injectivity, since S is a domain, we only
need to show that dimR ě d. To this end, we may make a flat base change, and
so assume that S is complete with algebraically closed residue field. By Cohen’s
structure theorem, it is therefore a power series over V , where V is either a field
or a complete p-ring. In the second, mixed characteristic case, we can adjoin one
extra variable replacing the role of the regular parameter p, and hence assume from
the start that y are variables in S (see the last part in the proof of Theorem 1.4
for more details).
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Let us prove the inequality d ď dimR first in the purely toric case, i.e., when
χ “ 1 is trivial. Let a be the common denominator of the ai, and let
α1
a
, . . . , αd
a
be the rows of the matrix Aϕ with αi P N
d. Consider the V -algebra morphism
s : Srruss Ñ S given by yi ÞÑ y
a
i and ui ÞÑ y
αi . For γ “ pg1, . . . , gdq P Γ, the image
of uγ under s is yβ with β “ g1α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` gdαd “ aϕpγq, whence is equal to the
image of yϕpγq under s. Hence s factors through R, and since s is finite, we get
dimR ě d, as required.
So assume now that we have a non-trivial character χ. Let li P V
˚ be the
constant term of χpγiq P S
˚, for i “ 1, . . . , n. Since we assumed the residue field
to be algebraically closed, we can find ki P V such that k
ai
i “ li (in the mixed
characteristic case, we may also have to take a finite ramification of V , but this
does not change the dimension). Let z be a new n-tuple of variables and let S1
be the localization of Srzs at the prime ideal generated by the yi and zi ´ ki,
so that S1 is regular of dimension d ` n. Let ϕ1 be the linear transformation
with n ˆ pn ` dq-matrix pAϕ|Inq, where In is the n ˆ n-identity matrix, and let
R1 :“ RpS,Γ, ϕ1, 1q (note that ϕ1 is indeed integral on Γ). By the purely toric
case, R1 has dimension d ` n. By construction, each zaii ´ χpγiq is a non-unit,
and hence the ring R¯1 :“ R1{pza11 ´ χpγ1q, . . . , z
an
n ´ χpγnqqR
1 has dimension at
least d by Krull’s principal ideal theorem. So remains to show that R “ R¯1. For
γ “ pg1, . . . , gnq P Γ, the corresponding defining equation for R is u
γ ´ χpγqyϕpγq,
whereas for R1, it is uγ ´ yϕpγqzγ , and we want to show that they are the same in
R¯1. Indeed, in R¯1, we have
zγ “ zg11 ¨ ¨ ¨ z
gn
n
“ pza11 q
g1
a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pzann q
gn
an
“ χpγ1q
g1
a1 ¨ ¨ ¨χpγnq
gn
an
“ χp
g1
a1
γ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
gn
an
γnq “ χpγq.
As for the last assertion, let m be the maximal ideal of R. The condition on
Aϕ implies that |ϕpγq| ě |γ|, where we write |¨| to mean the sum of all entries of a
tuple. It follows that a monomial in u of degree m lies in nm`1R, for all m bigger
than some m0. Hence m
mnm0R “ mm`m0 . 
5.9.Remark. Without proof, we state that the kernel of s is the unique d-dimensional
prime ideal p of R, provided each ai ą 1 (lest we would get binomial equations that
are trivially reducible). In particular, the localization Rr 1
y
s is a domain and p is
the kernel of the localization map RÑ Rr 1
y
s.
5.10. Remark. By the lemma, the regular system of parameters y of S is a system
of parameters on R. Therefore, the parameter degree of R is at most the length
ℓpR{nRq of the closed fiber, and I postulate that they are actually equal (this would
follow from the more general conjecture that in an arbitrary local ring pR,mq, if q
is a parameter ideal which is also a reduction of m, then pardegpRq “ ℓpR{qq).
Let p be the characteristic of the residue field of S. We call ϕ tame if Aϕ has
linearly independent rows (whence n ď d) and no entry in Aϕ has denominator
divisible by p (this holds trivially if p “ 0). In particular, Aϕ is then defined over
the residue field. The rings in Theorem 5.4 are tame, but it is not clear yet whether
we need this assumption (see Remark 5.5 and Example 5.12 below). Nonetheless,
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we will show in Theorem 7.7 below that the mixed characteristic ‘big’ analogue of
the following conjecture holds under the additional tameness condition.
5.11. Conjecture. Let S be a regular local ring of characteristic p ą 0, let Γ Ď Nn
be a full semi-group, and let ϕ : ΓÑ Nd and χ : ΓÑ S˚ be respectively a homomor-
phism and an S-character. Then the bi-partite toric ring R :“ RpS,Γ, ϕ, χq defined
by this data admits a small MCM, to wit, satSp˚1;Fq˚Rq, for some sufficiently high
power q of p.
Moreover, if we are in the situation described in Remark 5.9, so that R has a
unique d-dimensional prime p, and if ϕ is tame,8 then p annihilates satSp˚1;Fq˚Rq
and
(16) satSp˚1;Fq˚Rq – F
intpR{pq “ pR{pqpow.
Can we prove Conjecture 4.2 from this conjecture, using Lemma 2.1, by showing
that any toric local ring is a quasi-deformation of a bi-partite one?
5.12. Example. Let me just work out one bi-partite example for which Conjec-
ture 5.11 holds. Let Γ be the (full) semi-group of N2 generated by p2, 0q, p1, 3q, and
p0, 6q, and let ϕ be the homomorphism into N3 given by the matrix
Aϕ “
ˆ
1{2 1 2
5{6 1 1{3
˙
.
It is positive integral on Γ, as it sends p2, 0q, p1, 3q, and p0, 6q respectively to p1, 2, 4q,
p3, 4, 3q and p5, 6, 2q. For simplicity, let χ be the trivial character. In terms of
equations, using pu, vq as the variables for Γ and px, y, zq for N3, we get the three
(bi-partite) binomial equations
u2 “ xy2z4, uv3 “ x3y4z3, v6 “ x5y6z2.
When p “ 11, we can take the Frobenius with q “ 11. Let Q :“ satSp˚1;F11˚Rq.
Note that R{px, y, zqR is an Artinian ring of length 9 (and hence, by Remark 5.10,
we expect that pardegpRq “ 9), with (monomial) basis
(17) t1, u, v, uv, v2, uv2, v3, v4, v5u,
and it suffices to know the action of these nine elements on ˚1 to calculate Q. Define
e0 :“ ˚1 e1 :“ ˚vxy
10z7 e2 :“ ˚v
2x2y9z3
e3 :“ ˚v
3x3y8z10 e4 :“ ˚v
4x4y9z6 e5 :“ ˚v
5x5y6z2
then the action of the basis (17) on e0 gives respectively
(18) 1
O
O
u
O
O
v
O
O
uv

O
v2
O
O
uv2

O
v3

O
v4

O
v5

O
e0 ze3 e5 xyz
2e2 xye4 x
2y2z2e1 x
2y2e3 x
3y3ze2 x
4y4ze1,
showing that Q is generated by e0, . . . , e5 as an S-module. Since the v
i, for i “
0, . . . , 5 are linearly independent, Q – S6, whence an MCM for R. It follows
from the last assertion in Lemma 5.8 and [15, Theorem 14.13], that multpQq “
multpyR,Qq ď Q{yQ – κ6, showing that Q is very small.
Let R¯ be the residue ring modulo a three dimensional minimal prime. It follows
from the syzygy relation ux3y4z3 “ v3xy2z4 that it must contain ux2y2´ v3z, and
8Example 5.6 shows the necessity of this latter assumption.
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without proof, we state that this latter binomial generates the minimal prime and—
for reasons I do not understand yet—again kills Q, making Q into an R¯-algebra,
namely Fint11 pR¯q. To find 11-integral elements over R¯, we take a basis element from
the first row in (18) and divide it by the corresponding coefficient in the second row.
Modulo the relation ux2y2 “ v3z, we find four 11-integral elements, each of which
is in fact power-integral. However, this does not give all F-integral elements: for
instance, v
2
xy2
is also power-integral (the fifth relation in (18) only gives the element
v2
xy
). On the other hand, v
3
x2y3z
is integral, but not F-integral (for p ‰ 2), showing
that Q is not the normalization of R¯.
When p “ q “ 13, we get the same relations (18), provided we now take as (free)
generators for Q, the elements
e0 :“ ˚1 e1 :“ ˚v
5x11y8z7 e2 :“ ˚v
4xy9z3
e3 :“ ˚v
3x4y10z12 e4 :“ ˚v
2x7y11z8 e5 :“ ˚vx
10y12z4
and again pQ “ 0 and Q – R¯pow.
Tameness is not an obstruction in this case, for when p “ 3, we can take q “ 9,
and when we let
e0 :“ ˚1 e1 :“ ˚v
3x8y6z5 e2 :“ ˚x
3z3
e3 :“ ˚v
3x2y6z8 e4 :“ ˚x
6z6 e5 :“ ˚v
3x5y6z2
then they too freely generate Q over S. Unlike the previous case, however, half of
the generators belong already to the submodule F˚S; moreover, we have slightly
different relations than (18) (differences are marked in boldface):
1
O
O
u
O
O
v
O
O
uv

O
v2

O
uv2

O
v3

O
v4

O
v5

O
e0 ze3 e5 xy
2z2e2 xy
2e4 xy
2z2e1 x
2y2e3 x
3y4ze2 x
3y4ze1.
These relations, for instance, demonstrate the F-integrality of v
2
xy2
, which we did
not see for p “ 11, 13. It is therefore not clear yet how to calculate FintpRq in
general. Nonetheless, unlike what happened in the non-tame case in Example 5.6,
we still have pQ “ 0 here.
6. Transfer to equal characteristic zero
Recall that we called R strongly Hochster, if some scalar extension of R admits
a very small MCM, that is to say, a small MCM whose multiplicity is at most
the equi-parameter degree of R. In equal characteristic, this is the same as the
parameter degree of R, that is to say, the least possible length ℓpR{Iq where I
runs over all parameter ideals. Clearly, if R is Cohen-Macaulay, whence parameter
degree and multiplicity agree, a very small MCM exists, to wit, R itself, and so any
local Cohen-Macaulay ring is strongly Hochster.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let R be a d-dimensional Noetherian local ring of equal
characteristic zero with residue field κ and parameter degree ρ. Passing to the
completion and then modding out a minimal prime ideal of dimension d, we may
moreover assume that R is a complete domain. By [1] or [18, Theorem 7.1.6], we can
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find a Lefschetz’s hull LpRq of R, meaning that RÑ LpRq is a scalar extension and
LpRq is the ultraproduct of d-dimensional complete Noetherian local domains Rw of
positive characteristic pw (and necessarily the pw are unbounded; note that LpRq,
however, will not be Noetherian). Moreover, we may choose the Rw so that they
have parameter degree ρ as well. By assumption, each Rw admits a scalar extension
over which a small MCM module of multiplicity at most ρ exists. Replacing each
Rw with this extension and taking their ultraproduct yields a possibly bigger scalar
extension of R, and so we may, from the start, assume that each Rw already admits
a small MCM Qw of multiplicity at most ρ. By [17, Prop. 3.5], we can find a
d-dimensional regular subring pSw, nwq of Rw such that R{nwRw has length ρ.
In particular, Qw, having depth d, is free as an Sw-module, say Qw – S
Nw
w . In
particular, Qw has rank at most Nw as an Rw-module. By [15, Theorem 14.8],
the multiplicity is an upper bound for Nw, showing that Nw ď ρ, and so, for
almost all w, they are the same, say equal to N . Therefore, the ultraproduct Q6 of
the Qw will be a finitely generated LpRq-module and by  Los’ Theorem, free as an
LpSq :“ S6-module. Let S7, R7, and Q7 be the respective cataproducts of Sw, Rw
and Qw, obtained by modding out the ideal of infinitesimals (=intersection of the
powers mn6 of the maximal ideal). By [18, 3.2.12], the homomorphisms S Ñ S7 and
RÑ R7 are scalar extensions.
9 Since S6 Ď R6 is finite (of degree ρ), so is S7 Ñ R7.
Moreover, Q7 is a free S7-module, whence an MCM over R7. 
6.1. Remark. The proof shows more generally that given a class T of complete
local rings closed under scalar extensions and cataproducts, if each member of T
of positive characteristic is strongly Hochster, then so is each member of equal
characteristic zero. In particular, this applies to the family Td,n,e,N consisting of
any complete toric ring in some Td,n,epκq, with κ a field, whose defining binomial
equations have degree at most N , thus proving the equal characteristic zero part
of Theorem 1.5.
6.2. Remark. For the ultraproduct argument to go through, we could weaken the
very small condition to the following: given a function f : N Ñ N, let us say that
R is f -Hochster, if it admits a small MCM of multiplicity at most fpρq, where
ρ :“ pardegpRq is the parameter degree of R. Let T be a class of complete local
rings as in Remark 6.1. If for some function f , each member of T of positive
characteristic is f -Hochster, then so is every member of equal characteristic zero.
6.3. Remark. Example 5.6 and the discussion after (7) suggest that we can postulate
a more concrete MCM in equal characteristic zero as well. Namely, for a non-
degenerate R P Td,n,epκq of characteristic p, when p ą 0, there should be a unique
d-dimensional (toric) prime ideal p (whose defining equations do not depend on p)
and FintpR{pq “ pR{pqpow is a small MCM over R. Therefore, the same should be
true in the cataproduct when p “ 0. In other words, in equal characteristic zero,
R admits a small MCM realized as the ring of power-integral elements over (the
unmixed part of) R. As we saw, this would even in the affine case give a ‘smaller’
MCM, and so we postulate the following version of Hochster’s classical theorem (in
any characteristic):
9This might be also a good occasion to rectify some reference omissions from [18, 20]: I was
not aware at that time that the construction and properties of cataproducts, including the result
just quoted, already appeared under the name of separated ultraproducts in [13, 14, 23].
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6.4. Conjecture. If A is the coordinate ring of an affine toric variety X Ď Anκ,
then Apow is Cohen-Macaulay.
7. Big MCM’s in mixed characteristic
In this section, we work over a fixed complete p-ring V (meaning that V is
a complete discrete valuation ring with uniformizing parameter p), with perfect
residue field κ. We will mainly be concerned with complete V -algebras R that are
torsion-free (whence flat) over V . For any such V -algebra, we will write R¯ for R{pR,
which therefore is a complete κ-algebra of dimension one less than R. We will write
Wp¨q for the (p-typical) Witt functor (the reader may consult [6] or the notes [16]).
In particular, Wpκq “ V , and more generally, given a κ-algebra A, we get a V -
algebraWpAq and an epimorphism WpAq։ A (which is just reduction modulo p if
A is moreover perfect). The latter has a categorically defined multiplicative section
AÑWpAq, which we will simply denote by τ and call its Teichmuller character.
Fix a tuple of variables y “ py1, . . . , ynq and put Sn :“ V rryss. Hence S¯n :“
κrryss. We are interested in properties of the ring Bn :“ WpS¯
`
n q, here S¯
`
n is
the absolute integral closure of S¯n (=the integral closure of S¯ inside the algebraic
closure κppyqqalg of its field of fractions).
7.1. Proposition. The ring Bn is a complete local domain with maximal ideal pBn
and there exists a homomorphism Sn Ñ Bn which is faithfully flat. In particular,
Bn is a big MCM algebra over Sn.
Proof. Let us write S :“ Sn, S¯ :“ S¯n, etc. Since S¯
` is a perfect ring, the theory of
strict p-rings as in [22, Chapter II], shows that B is local, torsion-free and complete
with respect to the pB-adic topology, and B{pB “ S¯`. Suppose ab “ 0 in B with
a, b P B non-zero. Since B is complete , whence pB-adically separated, we can write
a “ pka1 and b1 “ pmb1 with a1, b1 R pB. Since B has no p-torsion, a1b1 “ 0. Taking
residues modulo pB, we get a1b1 “ 0 in S¯`, and since the latter is a domain, we
get, say, a1 “ 0 in S¯`, whence a1 P pB, contradiction. So B is a domain. Finally,
let y˜ :“ τpyq, which therefore is a lifting of (the image of) y in S¯`. Since κ Ď S¯`
we get V “ Wpκq Ñ WpS¯`q “ B, and we can extend this homomorphism by
sending y to y˜. Note that pp,yq is a B-regular sequence: indeed, p is B-regular,
and B{pB “ S¯` is known to be a big MCM S¯-algebra by the work of Hochster-
Huneke. Hence B is a big MCM S-algebra, and the structure morphism S Ñ B
must therefore be flat. 
Witt transforms. Let R be a torsion-free, complete local V -algebra with residue
field κ. Hence R – Sn{I for some ideal I Ď Sn. Let R¯ :“ R{pR and consider
its Witt ring WpR¯q. Since WpR¯q is a V -algebra, we have a canonically defined
homomorphism j : Sn Ñ WpR¯q sending y to τpyq. We define the Witt transform
of R, denoted RW , as the image of Sn under j, that is to say, R
W – Sn{I
W , where
IW is the kernel of j (called the Witt transform of I). From the definitions, it is
clear that
(19) IW Ď I ` pSn.
It is not hard to see (or using Proposition 7.1, since Sn Ñ Bn factors through
WpS¯nq) that S
W
n “ Sn. It also follows from the general theory that WpR¯q, whence
its subring RW , has no p-torsion, so that RW is again a torsion-free, complete local
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V -algebra with residue field κ, and so we have defined a functor p¨qW on the latter
class (the functoriality follows from that of Wp¨q).10
7.2. Lemma. Let R “ Sn{I be torsion-free and R
W its Witt-transform. Then RW
is again torsion-free, has the same dimension as R, and R¯ – RW{pRW . In order
for R “ RW , it suffices that I Ď IW .
Proof. Let d :“ dimR ´ 1 and let y˜ :“ τpyq, so that IW is the kernel of the
homomorphism Sn Ñ WpR¯q : y Ñ y˜. By Noether normalization, there exists a
finite, injective homomorphism Sd Ď R, and we may choose it so that it is the
restriction of Sn Ñ R onto the first d variables (via Sd Ď Snq. The homomorphism
Sd Ñ R
W is injective, for if f P Sd would be a non-zero element whose image in
RW is zero, then, after factoring out a power of p, we may assume that f R pSd
but fpy˜q “ 0. Hence, the image of f is zero in R¯, and this then already holds in S¯d
since it is a subring. So f P pSd, contradiction. It follows that R
W has dimension
at least d ` 1. On the other hand, the restriction of the canonical epimorphism
WpR¯q Ñ R¯ to RW must be surjective, as the composition Sn Ñ S¯n Ñ R¯ is. It
follows that the dimension of RW can be at most d` 1, proving the first assertion.
Suppose I Ď IW and we need to show that the other inclusion holds as well. Let
F P IW , so that we can write it as F “ f ` pG with f P I and G P Sn by (19). By
definition F py˜q “ 0 and by assumption fpy˜q “ 0, whence pGpy˜q “ 0. Since RW
is torsion-free, this implies Gpy˜q “ 0, that is to say, G P IW . Hence we showed
IW “ I ` pIW . By Nakayama’s lemma, this implies I “ IW . 
7.3. Remark. It follows that if R is Cohen-Macaulay, then so is RW : indeed, since
R¯ is equal to RW{pRW by the lemma, and the former is Cohen-Macaulay by as-
sumption, the claim follows as p is RW -regular too.
Since R¯ “ RW{pRW , we get immediately that pRWqW “ RW . This justifies
calling any complete torsion-free V -algebra of the form RW Witt-closed.
7.4. Theorem. Any Witt-closed ring admits a big Cohen-Macaulay algebra.
Proof. Let R be a complete, torsion-free V -algebra and let d :“ dimR ´ 1. As in
the previous proof, we may assume that the restriction of Sn Ñ R onto the first d
variables yields a Noether normalization Sd Ď R. This induces modulo p a finite
homomorphism S¯d Ñ R¯, and since dim R¯ “ d, this is again injective. Let p be a
d-dimensional minimal prime of R¯, then the composition S¯d Ñ R¯{p is still finite
and injective. In particular, these two domains have the same absolute integral
closure S¯`d . Therefore, the composition R¯ Ñ R¯{p Ď S¯
`
d induces a homomor-
phism WpR¯q Ñ Bd “ WpS¯
`
d q, and hence by restriction, we get a homomorphism
RW Ñ Bd. Moreover, the composition Sd Ď Sn Ñ R
W Ñ Bd, is the restriction
of the homomorphism Sn Ñ Bn onto the first d variables, and hence is flat by
Proposition 7.1. Since RW has dimension d` 1 by Lemma 7.2, we see that Bd is a
10Technically speaking, we defined a functor on pairs pSn, Iq such that Sn{I is torsion-free,
since it is not clear at this point whether RW depends on the representation R “ Sn{I.
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big Cohen-Macaulay module over it. Here is the relevant commutative diagram
Sn
j //
    ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
WpS¯nq //
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
Bn
RW // WpR¯q
Sd
j //?

OO
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
WpS¯dq
OO
dd■■■■■■■■■
// Bd
OO

7.5. Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let V be a complete p-ring and S :“ V rryss. After
a change of variables, we may take z :“ py, pq as system of parameters. Let us first
treat the case that I is generated by sum/differences of monomials in the variables y
only, and put R :“ V rryss{I. The claim follows from Theorem 7.4 once we showed
that I “ IW , and this will follow from the multiplicativity of the Teichmuller
representatives: if yα ˘ yβ P I, then yα “ ˘yβ in R¯, and hence τpyqα “ ˘τpyqβ
in W pR¯q. This shows that yα ˘ yβ lies in the kernel IW of the homomorphism
V rryss ÑW pR¯q, showing that I Ď IW , and the result now follows from Lemma 7.2.
For the general purely toric case, I is generated by binomials of the form zα˘zβ.
Let S1 :“ Srrtss and put x :“ py, tq. Let I 1 be the ideal in S1 generated by the
binomials xα ˘ xβ , for each zα ˘ zβ P I. By the previous case, R1 :“ S1{I 1 admits
a big MCM. Since t ´ p is a parameter on R1 and R “ R1{pt ´ pqR1, we are done
by Lemma 2.1. 
7.6. Remark. The proof shows that the same result holds for any µpV q-toric ring,
where µpV q is the ‘circle group’ consisting of all n-th roots of unity in V , since the
latter are Teichmuller representatives, and even more generally, for any τpκq-toric
ring.
7.7. Theorem. Let V be a complete p-ring and S “ V rry2, . . . , ydss with regular
system of parameters pp, y2, . . . , ydq, let Γ Ď N
n with n ď d be a full semi-group,
and let ϕ : ΓÑ Nd and χ : ΓÑ S˚ be respectively a tame homomorphism of semi-
groups and an S-character. Then the bi-partite toric ring R :“ RpS,Γ, ϕ, χq admits
a big MCM.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the residue field κ is more-
over algebraically closed. As in the previous case, we may adjoin one more vari-
able y1 and prove the result for the (partial regular system of parameters) y :“
py1, . . . , ydq (that is to say, the defining equations do not involve powers of p). Let
χ¯ : Γ Ñ κ be the composition of γ with the residue map S˚ Ñ κ˚. Since κ is
algebraically closed, κ˚ is divisible, and so χ¯ extends to a true character Qn Ñ κ˚,
which we continue to denote by χ¯. Let ǫi P N
n be the standard basis and let
li :“ χ¯pǫiq. By fullness, some positive multiple of each ǫi lies in Γ; let γi :“ aiǫi be
the least such positive multiple. In particular, χ¯pγiq “ l
ai
i and the i-th row of the
matrix Aϕ associated to ϕ has common denominator dividing ai. The tameness
assumption implies that no ai is divisible by p and hence that Aϕ is defined over κ
and has maximal rank. In particular, by Hensel’s Lemma, we can find units gi P S
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such that χpγiq “ g
ai
i . Consider the system of equations
tϕpǫiq “ gi for i “ 1, . . . , n
over S in the n unknowns t :“ pt1, . . . , tdq. Upon adding some dummy variables,
we may assume that n “ d. The residue in κ of the determinant of the Jacobian
of this matrix is of the form tβ detpAϕq, for some β P N
d, whence is non-zero. By
the multivariate Hensel’s Lemma, we can therefore find a solution pz1, . . . , zdq of
the above system in S (note that each zi is necessarily a unit). Put hi :“ z
ai
i
and h “ ph1, . . . , hdq. It follows that h
ϕpγq “ χpγq, for every γ P Γ. Hence we
can make the change of variables yi ÞÑ hiyi, reducing to the case that χ is the
trivial character, that is to say, the purely toric case, so that we finish off with an
application of Theorem 1.4. 
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